Recommendations 2011

Results from the 59th advisory board meeting on December 6th 2011

All recommendations can be found at www.provenienzforschung.gv.at

The restitution of objects to the owners or their rightful heirs respectively was recommended:

- Dr. Oskar Reichel
  Decision Oskar Reichel

In the following cases, Dr. Josef Blauhorn and Dr. Robert Schwarz, the advisory board adjourned his consultations.

Results from the 58th advisory board meeting on September 29th 2011

All recommendations can be found at www.provenienzforschung.gv.at

The restitution of objects to the owners or their rightful heirs was respectively recommended:

- Dr. Karl Banhans
  Decision Karl Banhans
- Dr. Ernst Moriz Kronfeld
  Decision Ernst Moriz Kronfeld

In the following cases Dr. Josef Blauhorn the advisory board adjourned his consultations.

Results from the 57th advisory board meeting on June 10th 2011

All recommendations can be found at www.provenienzforschung.gv.at

The restitution of objects to the owners or their rightful heirs respectively was recommended:

- Dr. Ernst Moriz Kronfeld
  Decision Ernst Moriz Kronfeld
- Karl Mayländer
  Decision Karl Mayländer

The restitution of objects to the owners or their rightful heirs respectively was not recommended:

- Dr. Karl Banhans
  Decision Karl Banhans
- Dr. Ernst Moriz Kronfeld

Results from the 56th advisory board meeting on April 15th 2011

All recommendations can be found at www.provenienzforschung.gv.at

In its 56th session of 15th April 2011, the Advisory Board recom­mended to the Federal Minister for Education the Arts and Culture the following restitutions pursuant to Sec. 3 of the Art Restitution Law.

- Theodor Sternberg
In the following case, the restitution to the heirs or their legal successors was not recommended:

- Valerie Heissfeld
  - Decision Valerie Heissfeld

**Results from the 55th advisory board meeting on March 18th 2011**

In its 55th session of 18th March 2011, the Advisory Board cannot recommend to the Federal Minister for Education the Arts and Culture the following restitution pursuant to Sec. 3 of the Art Restitution Law.

- Jaromir Czernin
  - Decision Jaromir Czernin

© Art restitution National Fund of the Republic Austria for Victims of National Socialism